
ACTION REQUIRED by all Subscribers who use License Information from AGIIS.  

 

This communication will provide subscribers information regarding the timing, 

implementation and subscriber impact of the second De-  duplication recommendation, 

Unique License Key.  This recommendation will change the definition of the unique license 

key in AGIIS which  will enable the system to more easily resolve duplicate entity records 

with licenses.  All existing licenses will be removed from AGIIS and  companies that have 

loaded licenses into AGIIS will be reloading their licenses on December 2, 2011.  

 

Subscriber Impact  

When companies reload license information into AGIIS the GLN/license relationship may 

change.  Subscribers who use license information  

from AGIIS (in the form of extract, web service, etc) will want to follow the steps below.    

 

Actions Required    

Subscriber ACTION: Subscribers should create a License Extract prior to 12/2/2011. 

 (Instructions are provided below)  

     1.   Over the weekend of 12/2/2011 to 12/4/2011:  

               a.   Licenses will be deleted  

               b.   Definition of unique license key will be programmatically changed within AGIIS.  

                     Note:  This change will not require a change to any file formats relating to 

licenses.  

               c.   License owners will provide files to CSC for reload into AGIIS. Not all licenses 

that were in AGIIS will be reloaded (to reduce  

                     unnecessary duplicate licenses)but all licenses need to conduct e-Buisness will 

be available .  

     2.   Subscriber ACTION: Subscribers should create another License Extract after 

12/5/2011  

               a.   Compare the “before 12/2/2011” license extract to the “after 12/5/2011” extract 

to identify licenses that no longer exist on  

                      entities in your subset.    

               b.   Search AGIIS to determine if the license has been assigned to another similar or 

related entity record and add that entity to  

                     your subset (so you will be able to get updates about the entity and the license).  

 

Instructions to Create a License Extract  

     1.   Create a “Subset License Extract” to obtain a file containing all licenses associated 

with entities in your subsets.    

            Note Requires “Product – Manage Extracts” user privilege  

               a.   From the “Files” menu, select “Schedule Extracts”, click on the button labeled 

“Add Product/License Extract”.  

               b.   Type an “Extract Name” such as “Subset License Extract”  

               c.   Enter a “Description” such as “All Our Customer’s Licenses”  



               d.   Select “License” from the “Extract Data” drop down list.  

               e.   Leave the “Start Date” set to today’s date  

               f.    Add an “End Date” of tomorrow’s date (example:07/01/2011)  

               g.   Select the “Frequency” of “Daily” from the drop down list  

               h.   Select the “Extract Type” of “Subset”  

               i.    Select the “Change Type” of “All”  

               j.    Select the “License Extract Criteria” of “All”  

               k.   Click “Submit”  

           Note: The file will be created overnight and you will receive an email with a link to the 

license extract file.  

 

Contact the AGIIS Help Desk if you have questions about any part of this process  

Email:  helpdesk@agiis.org   Phone:  1-866-251-8618  

 

Lorie Gasso 

AGIIS Directory Administrator / Manager 

CSC 
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